
Year 4 Spellings – Term 1 
 

Here is a list of this term’s spelling.  Weekly spelling tests take place on a Thursday.  Group 1 spellers have 14 words each week, while the 

highlighted spellings indicate the group 2 spellings.   

We ask that children complete a weekly spelling homework consisting of a ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ sheet alongside a set of 5 

sentences (minimum) that use these words correctly.  We ask that children do this in their neatest handwriting and push themselves to 

use more complex sentences. 
 

To be tested… 

Week 2 
Statutory word list 

Week 3  
‘sure’ suffix 

Week 4  
Statutory word list 

Week 5  
* Possessive 
apostrophe 

Week 6  
Homophones 

accident treasure answer it’s peace 

actual measure appear woman’s piece 

address pleasure centre baby’s main 

arrive closure century Earth’s mane 

breath enclosure circle island’s there  

breathe leisure certain guard’s they’re  

believe pressure complete boy’s their  

bicycle ensure consider girl’s eight  

build unsure continue James’s ate  

busy reassure decide Wales’s fair 

business exposure describe character’s fare 

calendar insure different Chris’s fayre 

caught disclosure difficult Alice’s pair 

complete displeasure disappear Jess’s pear 
 

• For apostrophes with possessive proper nouns, remember these three guidelines: If the noun is singular, add ’s (Kansas’s). If the noun is 
plural but does not end in s, add ’s (the Magi’s gifts). If the noun is plural and ends in s, add just an apostrophe (the Beatles’ greatest 
hits). 



Year 4 Spellings – Term 2 
 

Here is a list of this term’s spelling.  Weekly spelling tests take place on a Thursday.  Group 1 spellers have 14 words each week, while the 

highlighted spellings indicate the group 2 spellings.   

We ask that children complete a weekly spelling homework consisting of a ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ sheet alongside a set of 5 

sentences (minimum) that use these words correctly.  We ask that children do this in their neatest handwriting and push themselves to 

use more complex sentences. 
 

To be tested… 

Week 1  
Statutory word 

list 

Week 2 
Statutory word 

list 

Week 3 
Statutory word 

list 

Week 4  
‘in-‘, ‘il-‘, ‘im-‘ and 

‘ir-‘ prefixes 

Week 5  
‘in-‘, ‘il-‘, ‘im-‘ and 

‘ir-‘ prefixes 

Week 6  
‘ei’, ‘eigh’ or 

‘ey’ 

Week 7  
‘ch’ and ‘ou’ 

sounds 
early heard medicine inactive impatient they young 

earth heart often incapable impolite weigh touch 

eighth height minute incredible Imperfect eight blood 

enough history natural immature inaccurate grey trouble 

exercise island naughty immobile inoffensive sleigh country 

favourite library notice impossible immortal beige does 

fruit important opposite irregular incorrect obey chef  

group interest popular illegal  inedible vein machine  

famous length mention irrational incomplete reign quiche 

February knowledge ordinary irresponsible irrelevant neighbour  double 

forward learn particular Illiterate irremovable veil cousin 

grammar increase  perculiar illegible impassable weightlifter chauffeur 

extreme  imagine perhaps illogical irreversible reindeer brouchure 

experiment  material occasionally  irresistible indestructible eighteen parachute 

 

 


